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Victoria Feldman writes spiritual insights for magazines, her own blog 

and educational courses. Armed with statistics, extensive research and 

her own poignant, inner conflict as a person with an eating disorder, 

Victoria’s authentic voice is heard throughout every page of her new 

book coming out this fall, “Hello, Beautiful.” Victoria shares her 

struggles and triumphs to liberate herself and others from yo-yo dieting 

and weighty thoughts. Supportive self-love breaks containing soul-

stirring exercises invite the reader to become an active participant in 

their own healing and transformation. 

Victoria’s first book, endorsed by Dr. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, titled “This is Not 

Goodbye…It’s Halo” is a poetic tale embracing the mysteries of the afterlife. While teaching The 

Children’s Material (concepts based on A Course in Miracles). Victoria founded Creative 

Expressions; Malibu’s first higher consciousness program for children ages 4-12. 

Victoria is also a licensed Realtor and has sold 100's of millions of dollars of residential 

real estate, received numerous awards and authored her own real estate course "The Heart of 

Real Estate" coining the three C's: Clarity, Creativity & Commitment as the foundation of the 

course. Victoria hosted a television program in Los Angeles titled “Conscious Real Estate, a Win-

Win for Everyone.” Victoria was included in Who’s Who in Residential Real Estate and was invited 

to be a panelist of women honored for their entrepreneurial achievements at UCLA’s “Women of 

the Year” conference.    

“By choosing to be our most authentic & loving self, we leave a trail of magic everywhere 
we go.”  Emmanuel 

Latest statistics:  More than 2 billion people or almost one-third of the world’s population 
is obese or overweight. Annually, 100+ million Americans declare they are going on diets and 
studies show they make four to five attempts a year to shed those unwanted pounds. 85% of 
people who seek products, programs and surgeries are women. How many billions do we have 
to spend on weight-loss products, diet programs and surgeries, all touting to be the Holy Grail to 
achieve “everlasting thinness” before waking up?  
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